
Good luck! Find more guides and videos at themovementfix.com and purewod.com

17.2
DETAILS

brought to you by:

2017 CROSSFIT OPEN STRATEGY GUIDE 

MEN’S RX: 50lb    WOMEN’S RX: 35lb  

STRAIGHT LEG RAISE
Pause at bottom and top 
to get maximal stretch in 

your hamstrings for 
snatches.

CLEAN LUNGES
The lunges shouldn’t be that hard, but there are 
a lot of them. Make sure the movement is 
perfect so you save time. 

MIND THE TRANSITION 
There a lot of back and forth here, be mindful of 
how you’re going to go from DB to the rig so you 
save time on the transitions. 

USE LUNGES AS REST
Since the lunges shouldn’t be that hard, pace 
and make sure you’re breathing here to make 
sure you have enough in the tank. 

BREAK UP REPS
The grip will be killed after hanging on those DBs 
and working with the toes to bar and muscle 
ups. Break up the reps from the start!

DUMBELL CLEAN
Focus on movement 

efficiency over speed or 
strength. Practice!

MEDITATION
17.2 is an intense workout. Make 
sure you’re destressing by doing 

some mindfulness using an app like 
Headspace or Calm

LIGHT SWIMMING
Keep the blood flow up to recover 

quicker. Do some light swimming in for 
about 30-45 minutes at a pace you could 

comfortably maintain. 

2 ROUNDS
50ft walking lunges
16 toes to bar
8 DBs power cleans

2 ROUNDS
50ft walking lunges
16 bar muscle ups
8 DBs power cleans

DB WALKING LUNGES TOE TO BAR

5-10 MINUTES
5 straight leg raises
10 band pull aparts
5 beat swings
3 DB cleans
(increasing weight)

BEAT SWINGS
Open the shoulders up 

and control your 
movement so you can 
transfer momentum.

+ +

DB POWER CLEANS BAR MUSCLE UPS

12 MIN AMRAP

BAND PULL APARTS
Squeeze in the mid 
back area and make 
sure that you control 

the movement.

BUILD BACK
You’ll probbably have a little 

muscle damage with this. Use 
the collagen and gelatin with 
beef to build back after 17.2


